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Introduction 
Let 5‘ be a surjective ring homomorphism from a commutative ring R to a finite 
field F4. The principal results of this paper concern the cokernel of the induced 
homomorphism & : K3(R) + K3(Fg). Earlier work of Harris and Segal[4, Corollary 
3.21 and Browder [l, Corollary 5.1 l] has established that whenever 5 restricts to a 
split surjection onto the p-primary subgroup of Ft for p a prime dividing 4 - 1, then 
f* is a split surjection on p-torsion as well. (Some extra conditions are necessary if 
p = 2.) Since K3F, is a cyclic group of order q* - 1[9, Theorem 81, their results do not 
touch on the question of the existence of (q + 1)-torsion in cok(t.+). One of the main 
theorems in this paper (Theorem 3.5) denies the existence of (q + 1 )-torsion in this 
cokernel under mild assumptions on q. 
My methods are algebraic and rely upon the description of relative KZ given by 
Keune [5] and Loday [6]. For simplicity, suppose R is a local ring with maximal ideal 
m, and that R/m = F,. The K-theory exact sequence then yields 
. - .+&(R+ G(F,) -, KdR, m) f K*(R) + 0, 
since K2 of a finite field is trivial. Thus cok(6,) is naturally identified with K = ker($), 
and we may use the presentations given by Maazen-Stienstra [7] and Keune [5] for 
K,(R) and K2(R, m) to attempt to define an inverse isomorphism to CL. Since & need 
not be injective, this attempt may fail, but its failure provides a set of generators for 
K = ker($) = cok(&J. 
As formulated in the preceding paragraph, these methods apply to compute 
cok(K3R + K,(R/I)) for any ideal Icantuined in the maximal idea1 of a local ring R 
such that Kz(R/I) = 0 (with little extra work, this last restriction can be removed in 
many cases of interest; cf. Proposition 3.8). But the methods give only a set of 
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generators for this cokernel; an exact determination seems beyond the reach of 
calculation except when the ring R/I is quite small. Chief among these is the case 
R = Z. I = 42; Proposition 3.8 asserts that K,(Z) + K,(Z/4) is onto, 
If we pass to the case in which R * 5 F,* is a split surjection, the generating set for 
K = cok(&) becomes much smaller (cf. (2.12), (2.13)). In particular, it can then be 
shown that cok(g,) is (q - l)- torsion; the results of Harris-Segal and Browder can 
then be invoked to show cok(&J = 0 in most cases. 
To deal with a general (not necessarily local) commutative ring R, it is necessary to 
have information about the homomorphism K3(R)+K,(R,). This is surjective 
when R is Dedekind; in this case, the global result follows from the local one. When 
R is not regular, the situation seems very complicated and merits further study. 
Theorem 3.9 uses ad hoc methods to give a result of this type for an integral group 
ring R, a result necessary for the arguments of [ll, (2.7)]. 
Section 1 of this paper contains general notation and lemmas. In Section 2 I 
specialize to the case of a split surjection R* + Ft. The results of both sections are 
applied to algebraic K-theory in Section 3. 
1. Splitting the homomorphism D(R, nt) + D(R) 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1; let m be an idea1 of R; and let R* be the group 
of invertible elements of R. 
1.1. The group F(R, m) is the free abelian group with generators [a, b],,,, (a, 6) E 
(R x m) u (m x R), such that 1 - ab E R*. When m = R, I will call this group simply 
F(R) and denote its generators by [a, b]. This same convention for the case m = R 
will be adopted with respect to the definitions given in (1.2)-(1.3) below. 
F is a functor on the category whose objects are pairs consisting of a commutative 
ring and an ideal in that ring, with the obvious definition of morphism (cf. [7]). In 
particular, there is a natural monomorphism F(R, m)+ F(R) induced by 
[a, blm c-, [a, bl. 
1.2. Let S(R, m) be the subgroup of F(R, m) generated by the elements 
(DlMa, b) = [a, blm[b, al,, 
(D~),(u, 6, c) = [a, bl,[u, ~],[a, b +c - ubc],‘, 
(D3),(u, b, c) = [a, bc],[ub, c];‘[uc, b],*. 
The natural map F(R, m)+ F(R) induces a monomorphism S(R, m)+S(R). 
Define 
D(R, m) = F(R, m)/S(R, m), 
and denote the image of [a, b],,, in D(R, m) by (a, b),. The induced homomorphism 
D(R, m) -D(R) will be denoted 4, (or simply 4 if there is no danger of confusion). 
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Note. It should be remarked that the notation I have adopted here differs from that 
used in most previous articles on this subject [7, 121. What I have called (a, 6) would 
be denoted ( -a, 6) in their notation. For reasons of symmetry the notation adopted 
here seems preferable; clearly all theorems provable from one of these presentations 
is provable from the other. I want to thank Jan Stienstra and John Silvester for 
pointing out the advantages of this change to me. 
1.3. The generators of S(R, m) give rise to relations among the elements (a, 6), of 
D(R, m); these corresponding relations will be denoted (Dl),,,, (D2),, (D3), 
respectively. Other consequences of the relations, most of which occur in symmetric 
right-left pairs, are as follows (proofs are left to the reader; some can be found in [7], 
[13, Ch. II, Prop. 1.51). 
(D2”P), (6, a>(~, a) = (6 +c - ubc, a), 
(D30P), (bc, a) = (c, bu)(b, cu), 
(D4L, (a, 1) = 1, 
(D40P), (1, a) = 1, 
(Wrn (cW1=(u&-), 
(IXoP), (a, b)-’ = (z, 6) 
(D6hn (a, 6 + c) = (a, 4 a, f$), 
l-(1-~6)” 
) 
if a ER*, 
U 
l-(1-~6)” = 
6 
,6 ifbER*, 
) 
(D%, (a, 6”) = (u6”-‘, b)“, 
(DS”“), (a”, 6) = (a, a”-‘6)“. 
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Note that, in general, (Di),,, and (Dl), together imply (DioP),. Also, taking 
b = c = 1, (D3), implies (D4),,,. Moreover, taking a = 1, it is clear that (D3), and 
(D4”‘), together imply (Dl),,,. Hence S(R) can also be generated by (D3)(a, 6, c), 
(D20P)(a, b, c) and (D40P)(a) = [l, a]. 
1.4. Suppose r, I E R and p, q E m are such that 1 - rr, 1 - t(r+p), 1 - r(l+q), l- 
(r+p)(t+q) and 1-rr-rq-rp all lie in R* (for example, 1-rt~R* and p,q~ 
rad R). We may use relations (D6) and (D6”“) to decompose the element (r +p, t + q) 
in D(R). The two different orders of applying these relations yield different 
decompositions, which, therefore, must be equal in D(R): 
=trd,(&-)( p 
1-rr l-r(r+q)' 
r+c? ).
In particular, we must have in D(R), 
Now relation (1.4.1) involves only elements of D(R, m); we would like to show 
that it holds there. Thus we must prove (1.4.1) under our hypothesis on r, r, p, q using 
only relations (Dl),,,, (D2),, (D3), and their consequences. This will be done below 
in 1.5. 
1.5. Let B = (r +p, q/(1 - r(r +p))),. Using (D6°P)m, we have B = B1B2, with 
’ > PU-df+p)) 4 1 -r(r+p) m’ Bz= > l-r(r+p)-rq’l-r(r+p) m* 
Also since 
4 4 4re 
l-r(~+p)=l+(l-~r)(l-r(r+p))’ 
it follows from (D6), that B1 = CB,, with 
w 
(l-r(r+p))(l--r(r+q)) 
Note that C occurs on the right-hand side of (1.4.1). Thus B = CBJ32. 
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Now let D = (p/(1 - r(t + q)), t +q),,,. Arguing as we did for B, we deduce that 
D = AD3DZ, with 
DJ= Prq 
(l-r(r+q))(l-t(r+p))‘f m’ > 
dl -r(t+q)) 
l-r(t+q)‘l-r(t+q)-tp 
It follows that (1.4.1) holds in D(R, m) if and only if B3B2 = D3D2. Using (D3),, we 
see that B3 = B4D3, with 
B4 = 
( 
rt, 4P 
(1-~(r+PMl--~(~+q)) m; > 
and, again, by (D3),, B4 = BsB6, with 
B5= 
( 
rtP 4 
> 
B6= 
( 
rt4 P 
l-r(t+q)‘l-t(r+p) m’ > l-r(r+p)‘l-r(t+q) m* 
Thus (1.4.1) holds in D(R, m) if and only if B5Bz = DzBi’, and this follows easily 
from relation (D2),. 
1.6. If m c rad R, then D(R)+ D(R/m) is surjective, and the sequence 
D(R,m)+D(R)+D(R/m)+l 
is exact [7, Proposition 2.11 (iii)]. 
1.7. Let us assume now that D(R, m>-* D(R) is onto. (We will see below that this is 
true if, for example, m c rad (R) and R/m is a finite field.) My aim is to investigate the 
existence of a homomorphism C$ : D(R) + D(R, m) splitting $. From diagram (1.7.1) 
1 1 
1 1 
1 -S(R,m)-S(R) 
I I 
I-F(R, m) --+F(R ) 
& :/ 
I 
/ 
I 
/ Y I 
(1.7.1) 
I-K- D(R,m)y D(R) -I 
1 I 
1 1 
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we see that the existence of such a & is equivalent to the existence of a (set) map c5 
from the generators of F(R) to D(R, m) such that 4~5 = y is the quotient map 
F(R) --, D(R), and such that d(S(R)) = 1. In fact, this last requirement is more 
stringently phrased than is necessary; we need only show that 6 maps a set of 
generators for S(R) (e.g. (Do”‘), (D20P)(a, b, c), (D3)(a, 6, c)) trivially to 
D(R, m). Note that any map C$ :F(R) + D(R, m) such that &$ = y will automatically 
map S(R) to K = ker $. 
1.8. Suppose s : R/m + R is a fixed choice of representatives for the residue classes 
mod m, with si = 1. Write a c* d for reduction mod m, and su for s(n), a E R. Taking 
r = su, t = sb, p = a - su, q = b - sb, it follows from the calculation in (1.4) that for all 
u,bERsuchthat l-ubER*,wehaveinD(R) 
(a, 6) = (su, sb) 
a -su 
l-suesb’ sb )( a, 1 b--;bu) - . 
= (sa, sb) 
b-sb 
>( 
a -su 
su, 
1-su *sb 1-sa *b’ 
Let c5 : F(R) + D(R, m) be any homomorphism such that $4 = y in 1.7. To simplify 
matters, also assume that &Y = p. This means that if x or y E m, 
(If we choose c5 so that q5(S(R)) = 1, the condition &$ = y implies that C$ induces a 
splitting of the surjection 4; the further condition C&X =p then implies that this 
induced splitting is, in fact, an inverse isomorphism to &) 
Under these two hypotheses on 4, it follows that we must have 
4(Ea, bl) = Q[sa, sbl. 
a -su 
l-su*sb’ 
sb 
= cb[su, sb] * 
a -su 
su, 
1-b*sa’ 
b 
m 
(1.8.1) 
(1.8.2) 
(the second equality being a consequence of (1.4.1)). We take these as our definition 
of 4. The elements C$[SU, sb] are yet to be determined; they must be chosen so that 
&#+a, sbl= ha, sb), (1.8.3) 
4[su, sb] = (su, sb), if sa or sb E m. (1.8.4) 
(These are equivalent to the conditions $4 = y and & = /?, respectively.) 
1.9. We would like to define q5[sa, sb] in (1.8) so that q5(S(R)) = 1. Even if this is not 
true, however, an easy diagram chase on (1.7.1) using (1.8.3) and (1.8.4) shows that 
c#J(S(R)) = ker(+) = K. In particular, given any s : R/m + R, any cf, satisfying (1.8.3) 
and (1.8.4) and any set of generators, G, for S(R), we know that K is generated by 
d(G). 
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Let us take as our set of generators for S(R) the elements (D40P)(a), (D2”‘)(a, 6, c) 
and (D3)(a, 6, c) (see 1.3), and investigate conditions under which a map C$ as in 1.8 
will kill these generators. The next three paragraphs give a proof that it is enough to 
consider the cases a = su, b = sb, c = SC. 
1.10. Let us compute 
~#d(D2"~)(a, 6, c)) = &[b, a]. t$[c, a] * 4[b + c - ubc, a]-’ 
* (b[sc, su] ’ ( C-SC > ( a -su l-sc .su’su m* c* > 1-c*su m 
+[s(b+c-ubc),su]-‘a 
b+c-ubc-s(b+c-abc) -’ 
1-su .s(b+c-ubc) “’ ,,, > 
a -su 
> 
-1 
1-su . (b+c-ubc) m ’ 
To simplify the calculations, label these terms, in order, A TUB V W CX Y. We 
will also drop the subscript m throughout; these calculations all take place in 
D(R, m). Using (D20P),,,, we see that 
T,=TV= 
b-sb-bc.su+c-sc+su~sb~sc 
(1 -su - sb)(l -su - SC) 
,su 
> 
Now 
a -su -c * su(u -su) a -su 
l-b .su =(1-b .su)(l-c .su)+(l-b *su)(l-c *~a)’ 
Hence by (D6),, U = Lri Vz, with 
-c * su(u -su) a -su 
* su)(l -c * su) ; l-sa(b+c-ubc) 
Similarly, W = WI W,, with 
WI = 
-b . su(u -su) 
c, 
> 
a -su 
(1-b.su)(l-c.su) ; > l-su(b+c-ubc) ’ 
It then follows from (D2), and (D6”“), that 
bc(a - su) a -su 
l-su(b+c-ubc)‘l-su(b+c-ubc) > 
= W,W& 
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where 
a -sa 
l-sa(b+c-abc) 
w,= ( -bc(a -sa) 
a -sa 
> l-a(b+c-bc.sa)‘l-sa(b+c-abc) * 
Thus b((D2”“)(a, b, c)) = ATUBVWCXY = ABCTIXUI WI W3 W4 Y. 
Next, applying (DS”“),,, once more, we see that Y = Wi’ YI, where 
-abc(l -sa(b +c -abc)) 
> 
-1 
a -sa 
Y, = 
l-a(b+c-bcasa) ‘l-sa(b+c-abc) ’ 
and thus &((D2”P)(a, 6, c)) = ABCTlXUt WI W4 YI. 
Using (D3),, we have LI1 = U3U4; WI = Vi’ WS, where 
-bc(a -sa) 
u3=((l-b.sa)(l-c*sa)’ 
sa 
u4= “sa’(l-b 
yielding 4((D2”“)(a, b, c)) = ABCTIXUS W, W4 YI. 
Now according to (D5),, 
W5= bc - sa, 
( 
a -sa 
l-sa(b+c-abc) ’ > 
-1 
thus by (D20P),, 
-bc(a -sa) a -sa 
> 
-1 
W,Y,= 
l-a(b+c-bc*sa)‘l-sa(b+c-abc) 
= w;‘. 
Hence q5((02”“)(a, b, c)) =ABCTIXUS. 
Finally, 
s(b+c-abc)-b-c+abc 
l-sa(b+c-abc) 
, sa 
according to (D50P),, and successive applications of (D2”“), yield 
T tr _ b-sb+c-sc-abc+sa *sb ‘SC 
1 3- 
( (1 -sa * sb)(l -sa * SC) 
T1 U,X = 
s(b+c-abc)-sb-sc+sa .sb*sc 
(1 -sa - sb)(l -sa - SC) 
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Hence 
f$((D20P)(a, 6, c)) = C$[sb, sa] * 4[sc, sa] * c$[s(b +c -abc), sa]-’ 
as desired. 
*( 
s(b+c-ah)-sb-sc+su *sb*sc 
(1-su * sb)(l -su * SC) 
, sa 
> m 
= #((D2”p)(su, Sb, SC)), 
1.11. Next we compute 
d((D3)(u, 6, c)) = ~$[a, bcl - 4[ub, cl-’ * de bl-’ 
Once again to simplify notation, label these terms A R S B T UC V W in order and 
drop the subscript m. Using (DS”), and (D5),, we have 
T = s(ab)-ab 
1-ub *SC 
,sc); V=(;(r?;)c;(f;,sb); 
Let us apply (1.4.1) with the substitutions r = ub, p = a(& -b), t = SC, q = c -SC 
(thus r +p = a * sb ; t + q = c). We obtain U1 VZ = U-’ WZ, where 
u, = u(sb -b) 
> 
C-SC 
I_&. scvsc ; l-u *sb*sc ; > 
w*= ( u(sb -b) l-u& 7c > ’ 
From (D30P),, we have W = WI W;‘, where WI = (a, c(sb - 6)/(1- ubc)). Hence 
d((D3)(u, b, c)) =ABCRSTU;‘U;‘VWI. 
Now (D.YP), implies that 
u;’ = u(b -sb) 
l-u~sb~dSC ’ > 
and (D5), and (D3”‘), imply that UT’ = U~UJ, where 
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Using (D2), and (D20P),, we have 
TV;’ = 
s(ab)-a - sb 
l-u *sb*sc’ 
SC 
> 
= T,, 
and also 
SW, = (a, 
sb *c-s(k) 
l-a *s(k) > ’ 
sw u = 
1 3 
( 
u sb -sc-s(bc) 
’ l-u .s(bc) > 
=s 
l. 
NOW by (Dl), and (DSoP),, we have 
and (D2”‘), implies 
vu, = s(uc)-a - SC 
l-u .sb *SC’ 
= V,. 
Thus &((D3)(u, b, c)) = ABCRTrSl V,. 
Now s(ub)-u*sb=su.sb-u*sb+s(ub)-sa.sb; thus we deduce from 
(DS”“),,, that T, = T2T3, with 
Tz = 
sa esb-a .sb 
ISa .sb .sc’sc > 
s(ub) -su * sb 
; T3 = 1-su .sb *SC 
,sc . 
> 
Similarly, VI = V2V3, with 
v, = su *SC-u *SC s(a)-su - SC sb . 
l-u *sb*sc 
,sb ; 
> 
v3= 
1-su *sb.sc’ > 
It then follows from (D3),,, that 
sb ‘SC = Tdr 
and thus that q5((D3)(u, b, c)) = ABCRT3 V3T4S1. Finally we apply (1.4.1) again with 
the substitutions r * a, p = su -a, t = s(bc), q = sb * SC -s(k), to obtain S2S3 = SIT4 
where 
&= s”-u ( 1 -a * s(k)’ dbc) ; > s _ 3- ( su sb * SC-s(bc) ’ 1-sa *s(k) > * 
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But it follows from (DYP), that Sz = R-‘, whence 
4((D3)(a, 6, c)) = ABCT3 V3S3 
s(ab)-su * sb 
1-su .sb ‘SC 
sb 
,,, 
sb .sc -s(bc) . su 
’ 1-su .s(bc) > ,,, 
as desired. 
= c5((D3)(sa, sb, SC)) 
1.12. Finally 
6(D4”%)) = d[l, al 
as desired. 
= f$[l, su] = q%(D4”P)(su)) 
2. The case of a multiplicative set of representatives 
It is clear from the results proved in 1.10, 1.11 and 1.12 that certain choices of 
s : R/M+ R will lead to easier computations of c$(S(R)) than will others. For 
example, d(D3(u, 6, c)) is simplified ifs is multiplicative. In this section we will make 
computations for the case of a multiplicative set of representatives. 
2.1. Let q =p’ be a prime power and suppose q E R, vqel = 1. Then in D(R) we 
have 
(n-‘-l,q)=(+-1, -1)-i (by(D5)) 
=(n-1, -1) (by (DS”‘)) 
=(-l,lj-1)-l (by (Dl)) 
=(-l,Tj-1) (by (D30P)) 
and this element has order 2. Now it follows from (D8) that 
(y’_ 1, #- = ( *, g-1) t7 
= (1- Tj, 1) = 1. 
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Thus if 4 is eoen, 4 - 1 is odd, and 
(?+l,~)=(n-l, -l>=l. (2.1.1) 
2.2. In particular, suppose that R = F, is a finite field with 4 elements and let ii be a 
generator of Fz. Then D(F,) is generated by the elements (jji,fL) = (jjiik-‘, +j>k (by 
(D8)), where 1- jjirk f 0. That is, D(F,) is generated by all 
(?‘,f), OSkSq-3. 
Nowforsuchak, l-+k”=?j’forsomel; hence ?k=(1-ii’)/ij,andby(D7”P) 
= (ii-1 - 1, q)’ 
=(6-l, -1)’ (by2.1). (2.2.1) 
Thus D(F,) is generated by the single element (Tj - 1, - l), and it then follows from 
(2.1.1) that D(F,) is trivial if 9 is eoen. 
If 4 is odd, choose an odd integer k such that 1 - fk = +j’ with 1 also odd [8, Proof 
of Corollary 9.91. Then 
1 =(l, ?jk) (by (D4)) 
= (fy, f/y (by (D3)) 
=(!$, il>* 
= (ii-‘- 1, +)k’ (by (D70P)) 
=(7j-1, -1)“. 
Thus an odd power of (fj - 1, - 1) is trivial, which proves D(F,) = 1 for 4 odd as well. 
Note that the argument we have given shows, more generally, that D(F) = 1 for 
any algebraic extension, F, of a finite field. This is because each element of D(F) lies 
in the image of some finite subfield of F. 
2.3. Henceforth we will make the following assumptions on R : R is a local ring with 
maximal ideal m, R/m = Fq (a finite field with 4 = p’ elements), R* + (R/m)* is split 
(it is automatically surjective because R is local). Then we may choose 77 E R* 
mapping to a generator, ii, of Fz such that vqdl = 1. 
Define s : R/m + R by s(6) = 0, s(+j ‘) = 77 k. Then every element r E R has a unique 
expression in the form s(r) +p, p E m (p = r--s(r)). Define I, : R* + Z/(q - 1) by 
r=v ‘q(‘) mod m (that is, s(r) = vlq(‘) . We will write I,, = I and assume 17 is fixed by 
the context. Note that I(rs) = I(r) + I(S), and that I(r) depends only on the congruence 
class of r mod m. 
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Also note that the subgroup of D(R) generated by elements of the form (r, v) is a 
Z/(q - l)-module, since (r, ~)~-l= 1 by (D8). 
Computing in D(R) we see that 
($‘), $‘)) = ($r)+lW1, V)1(1)O 
(2.3.1) 
Also, writing I = 1(1- qk+‘), we have 1 - vk+l = 11’ mod m, and it follows from 
(D60P) and calculations analogous to (2.2.1) that in D(R), 
+-qJ 17k+1-1+q ( 1Cl 17 
= (tl _ 1, _ *)w-++‘) q 
kc1 _ 1 + t71(1-v,~+‘) 
lL/cl-Tk+‘) ,t7 * 
t7 > 
(2.3.2) 
Combining (2.3.1) and (2.3.2), and noting that Z(l- v’(“)) = 1(1 -rt), we have 
($, $1) =($+/r--1, 7)/f 
= ttl _ 1, _ l)lr.l(l-rr) P)+_$y $‘* ( t7 
Since the last of these terms already lies in (L(D(R, m)), we are led to define, for all 
a,bER such that 1-abcR*, 
6[sa, sb] = 
1 ifaorbcm, 
Nob)_ 1 + ,,,/(l-ab) I(b) 
4[v _ 1, _ l]“bMl-ab’ . t7 
977 
Tl 
l+l(l-ob) 
> Ill = 
= 4~~ _ 1, _ 11 I(b).l(l-ab) 
(2.3.3) 
$ob)_ 1 + $l-ob) 
I(b) 
ICb)+l(l-ab) 9 7 
t7 > m 
otherwise. 
Note that d[q - 1, - 1] must have exponent q - 1 for this definition to make sense 
(see 2.4-2.5 below) and that (1.8.4) will automatically be satisfied. In order for 
(1.8.3) to be satisfied, it follows from (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) that a necessary and 
sufficient condition will be 
G4cB _ 1, _ l]W”-“b’= (,., _ 1, _ #WI-nb) 
for all sa, sb E R*. In particular, the condition 
+4rtl- 1, -l]=(?J-1, -1) 
will suffice. 
(2.3.4) 
(2.3.4’) 
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Thus under the hypothesis of (2.3) we are reduced to defining the single element 
d[n - 1, - 11~ D(R, m). Combining (2.3.3) and (1.8.1) yields the definition 
‘(a, b), ifa orbem, 
/Cab)_ 1 + $l-ab) 
dIa 
9 
b] =< 4[n - 1, - l]“b”“-“b’ ’ (’ $b)+I(l-ob) 9 T”*i> (2.3.5) 
m 
a- 1) 
I(a) 
I(abP 71 
I(b) 
l-7 
otherwise. 
2.4. Suppose now that q is even. Then (7 - 1, - 1) = 1 in D(R) by (2.1.1). On the 
other hand, taking a = 7~ - 1, b = -1 in (2.3.5), we have 1(b) = 0, I(1 -ab) = 1(q)= 1, 
and 
H17-1, -ll=(Vl,~) . 
m 
But calculating in D(R, m) we see that 
(by (D5M 
= (7, ;)[‘( 1, $1’ (by (D6”PM 
2 = ( > -9 7 rl Ill (by (D4), and (DlM. 
Also, (2/n, t7);=(0, t7L, = 1 by (IX),, and (2/v, t7>Z,-’ = (2/11’-‘, t7’-*),,, = 
(2, l>, = 1 by (D8),. Thus (2/n, v>,,, = 1 if q is even, and it is both necessary and 
consistent o define d[n - 1, - l] = 1 in this case. 
2.5. Next suppose q is odd. Taking a = q - 1, b = -1 in (2.3.5), we have 1 - ab = v, 
l(b) = $(q - l), l(ab) = I( 1 - n), I( 1 - ab) = 1. Thus, writing k = $(q - l), 
4[77 - 1, -11=4[17-1, _13k a(.lk+,i;;~;l+~,qk) 
m 
-l-nk 
> 1-(t7-l)t7k Ill* 
Applying (D20P), to the middle terms of the right hand side, we obtain 1 = 
4[n - 1, - 1]‘q-3”2AE, with k - 1 = $(q -3) and 
(l+~kh-l),tlk 
kc1 
; 
77 m 
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By (DS),, B-’ =(T) - 1, (1~ T~)/TJ?>,,,, and by (D30P),,,, A = B-‘AZ, with 
A,=($&-1)s’) 
m 
=(+,-l)qk) . 
m 
Hence, 
~$[q-l, -l]k-‘=A;‘=((~-l)~k,~) . 
m 
Note that by (D6°P)m, we have 
A;l = 
( 
$+I,!+) 
m 
(1,ti) 
77 m 
=tl 9 ( 
k+l l+vk 
> 
+, ‘ykik+l 
m 
by (D80P),. 
m 
Thus when q is odd, our definition of 4[~ - 1, - l] must satisfy 
4[q-1, -l]‘-*+,ti)k+l, 
‘17 m 
k=:(q-1). 
Now in DU?, m), by (D5), we have 
Thus (TJ, (1 + t) ‘)/q>,,, has exponent 2 in D(R, m). 
If q = 1 mod 4, &q + 1) is odd, and (2.5.2) implies the necessary condition 
(s-1)/2 
##)[a-l, __p-= ) 
17 m 
ifqslmod4. 
But in D(R), (T - 1, - 1) =(7-l - 1, TJ) (see 2.1). Thus 
(v-1 _ 1, t7) ( T), 1+ dq-l)‘*)-l =(g _ 1, 77) 1+ 9’4-‘)‘2, 17 ( t7 t7 > 
31 
(2.5.1) 
(2.5.2) 
(2.5.3) 
= l+ q(q+1)‘2 ( 377 t7 > (by 032)). 
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Since $(q + 1) is odd, 
l+tl (q+l)/Z ,t) = 1-(-7j)(~+1)‘2 
7) > ( 
.t7 
={+?:, 
> 
(q+l)/2 
(by (D7”“)) 
=( ( y, l)-1)‘q+“‘2 (by (D5)) 
= 1. 
That is, +((q, (1 + nCq-i”* )/t7)) = (t7 - 1, - 1) in D(R); we may take 
1 + dq-l)‘* 
> 
ifqzlmod4, 
77 m 
(2.5.4) 
and this definition will satisfy (2.3.4’). Since i(q -3) is odd, (2.5.3) will be satisfied as 
well. (Note that C$[V - 1, -l]= 1 if.t1”-‘)‘* = -1.) 
If q = 3 mod 4, $(q + 1) is even, and (2.5.1) implies the necessary condition 
~$[rr-l, -ll’q-3”2=1 ifq=3mod4. (2.5.5) 
2.6. We are now ready to use these results to simplify our set of generators for 
c$(S(R)). Taking s as in (2.3), let us write sa = ni,sb=ni,rc=nkfor~,b,c&m.Then 
(2.3.3) yields 
qqsa, sb]= 
I 1 ifaorbEm, 
i 
4[t7 _ 1, _ l-jP(l--l)i+i) . ( t7 
i+i _ 1 + t7/(1-~~+r) 
9 d 
= tl 
j+l(l-Tt*t) > m 
I = dcv _ 1, _ l-jiltl-w+j) 
(2.6.1) 
i ( 
. 77i+i_1+t71(l-n*+0 j 
71 
l+r(l-rr'+i) 977 9 
> m 
otherwise. 
2.7. Since s : R/m-* R is multiplicative, it follows from 1.11 that relations of type 
(D3) yield only the elements 
C$[SLZ, s(bc)] * qS[s(ab), SC]-’ * ~$[s(ac), sb]-’ in K = ker & 
Moreover, if any one of a, b or c lies in m, each of these terms is trivial by (2.6.1) and 
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contributes nothing to K. If none of a, 6, c lies in m, we have, by (2.6.1), 
C$((D3)(?7’, 7$, $)) =f$[$, 71iCk] * f$[7JiCi 7jk1-* * 4[f7i+k, 7w 
= +rv _ 1, _ l](i+k)I(l-vi+r+k). ( 77 
i+j+k _ 1 + vl(l-v”i+k) 
> 
j+k 
77 
l+l(l-q1+“k) 97 
. 4[v _ 1, _ q-k&l-q’+i+k ) . (li‘i+~_~l~9111-~‘*‘+k), qjf 
. 4Lt7 _ 1, _ l]-il(l-ni+i+k) . t7 
i+j+k _ 1 _ vf(l-n~+~+k) -j 
tl 
l+f(l-~~+I+~) ,?7 =l. 
> m 
Hence elements of type (D3) contribute nothing to K = ker r/l in this case. 
2.8. Next we consider the elements 95((D2”P)(sa, sb, SC)) (see 1.10). Suppose first 
that a E m. Then +[sb, sa] = qS[sc, sa] = qS[s(b + c - ubc), su] = 1 by (2.6.1). And 
since su = 0, it follows from 1.10 and (D4), that ~((D~““)(su, sb, SC)) = 1. 
Similarly if b E m, s(b + c - ubc) = SC; sb = su * sb * SC = 0 and c$((D~“~)(su, sb, SC)) 
= 1. The same is true if c E m. 
Nextifu,b,cEm,butb+c-ubcEm,wehave 
4((D2”P)(sa, sb, SC)) = c5((D2”p)(~i, n’, vk)) 
= dd $1 * +hk, $1 ’ (,m;;+$+;;:k;, $) 
m 
= d[17 _ 1, _ l]iUl-sj+i) . ( 77 
j+i _ 1 + 77 I(l-qi+i) 
T 
i+l(l-qi+f) ,4 
> m 
. Q[~ _ 1, _ l)iKl-rl*+9. 
( 
17 
k+i _ 1 + 771(1-vk*g) 
77 
i+l(l-nk+l) d 
> m 
_,,li_IIk+,,i+i+k 
(1 _ Ti+i)(l _ t7i+k)’ m* 
But [((l - v’+~)( 1 - n kci)) = I( 1) = 0, since vi + nk - vi+‘+’ E m, and an easy compu- 
tation using (D20P), shows that the product of the last three terms is trivial. Hence 
4((D2”P)(su, sb, SC)) = 1 in this case as well. 
Finally, suppose a, b, c, b +c -ubc& m. Then 
s(b + c _ ubc) = f7r(li++++‘+k) 
by definition, and since 
l-7 
i+l(vl+qk-,i*i+k) 
E 
B 
/((l-q’+‘)(l-q’*‘)) 
mod m, 
we have 
01-n 
i+/Cql+qk-vi+ir*)) = /((I _ t7i+j)(l _ 17i+k)). 
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Thus by (2.6.1). 
dW2”“)(77’, vi, ilk) 
= 4[17j, 17i]. 4[t)k, ,,i] . ~[tll(~i+~r-ni+i+*), ,,,i]-1 
l(,,i++-qi+f+k) _ tlj _ ,,k + qi+i+k 
(I_qi+i)(l_qi+k) ‘vi m 
> 
= (b[T - 1, - l]i’(l-Vi+‘) * t7 
jci _ 1 + tll(l-qf+i) 
qi+l,l_q,+i) 
m 
I 4cq _ 1, _ I]il(l-s*+i). 7 
k+i _ 1 + t71(1-nk”) 
t7 
i+l(l-?k+4) 
m 
. 4[v _ 1, _ l]-i[((l-lli+i)(l-n4’i)) 
77 i+t(++qk-7ti+i+k) _ 1 + ~t~(~*-~i+-,~~~_~,+k~~ 
( 94 ) 
_1 
. 
11 i+l((l-rli+i)(l-ll*t)) 
m 
I(qi+qk-q’+‘+*) _,,i_.,k+,,i+i+k 
(1 _tli+j)(l _ 77i+k) 9 qi me 
> 
Once again, a computation using (D20P), shows this product is trivial. Hence 
4((D2”P)(sa, sb, SC)) = 1 in all cases. 
2.9. Finally, c$((D~“~)(xz)) = 1 if a urn by (2.6.1). Otherwise writing sa = nk, we 
have 
/Cl-119 
+(04”“(qk)) = C$[n - 1, - l]k’(l-+). vk -,‘+;,“,k, 
( 17 
) $) 
m 
=4[n-1, -l]lr’(‘-+). 
2.10. Here is a summary of what we have proved so far: Let R be a local ring with 
maximal ideal m, and assume R/m = F4’ Suppose R * + (R/m)* is a split surjection, 
and choose n E R* such that + generates (R/m)* and qq-’ = 1. Define s : R/m+ R 
bys(@=O,s(+jk)=nk,andlet c$:F(R)*D(R,TTI) begiven by (2.3.4).Then (1.8.4) 
is satisfied. If q is even, let q5[n - 1, - l] = 1. Then (1.8.3) is satisfied (see 2.4). If q = 1 
mod4, let q5[n-1, -l]=(n, (1+n(q-1)‘2 )/n),,,. Then an easy calculation shows 
(1.8.3) is again satisfied. Finally, if q =3 mod4, define ~$[q - 1, -13 so that 
@[n - 1, -11 =(n - 1, - 1) in D(R) and q5[n - 1, - 1]‘q-3”’ = 1. (See the proof 
of 2.11 for one method of doing this.) Then K = ker rL is generated by the q - 2 
elements 
,Tk) , lsksq-2. 
m 
(2.10.1) 
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Theorem 2.11. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m such that R/m =Fp, a 
finite field with q elements. Suppose that R* + (R/m)* is a split surjection. Then 
K = ker 4 has order dividing q - 1. 
Proof. If q is even or q = 1 mod 4 it follows from the definition of ~[TI - 1, - l] (see 
2.10) and (DE!),,, that each of the generators 4(D4(k)) of K has exponent q - 1. Thus 
we may suppose q =3 mod 4. Choose k’ so that both k’ and 1(1- 7”) are odd [8, 
Proof of Corollary 9.91. Then since y(S(R)) = 1 by (1.7.1), we have 
1 = y(D4(k’)) = (7 - 1, - l)‘(x, vk’) 
= (77 - 1, - 1)(x, 17 “), (2.11.1) 
where 
vk’ 
x= 
- 1 + Pvk’) 
t7 
k’+l(l-,,k’) 9 
since r = k’l(1 - nk’) is odd. Also, since $(q - 1) is odd, we have (7~ - 1, - l)‘q-1”2 = 
(t7-1, - 1) in D(R). Hence if we define 4[n - 1, - l] = (x, v~‘)~-““, b[n - 1, - l] 
will have exponent 2 by (D8), and thus (2.5.5) will be satisfied (since $(q - 3) is even). 
Moreover in D(R), 
@[Tj - 1, - l] = (x, 1)k’)(q-*)‘2 
= (17 - 1, - l)-‘q-“/2 
=(7-l, -1) 
by (2.11.1), and thus (2.3.4’) is satisfied as well. Finally 
4(D4(k’)) = (x, $‘)W)/*)r+i = (x, ,.+‘)‘q+i)/*, (2.11.2) 
since r is odd and therefore $(q - 1)r = f(q - 1) mod q - 1. 
Thus when q = 3 mod 4, we can define 4[n - 1, - l] to have exponent q - 1, and 
this forces all d(D4(k)) to have exponent q - 1 as well. 
2.12. Now 
4@4(-k)) = d[t7 _ 1, _ l]--k--k) ‘7-k ;;+;:_ljl-;-*), yk) ( 17 m 
by CD@,,, and (DS”‘),. Since 1- pbk = (-l)n-k(l-~k), we have /(l-~-~)= 
I( - 1) - k + 1(1- q ‘). Using (D60Pjm, we see that 
4(D4(k))d(D4( - k)) = d[v - 1, - l]-““-“-“’ 
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Now if q is even, I(- 1) = 0, d[q - 1, - l]= 1=(2/q q),,, by 2.4. If q = 1 mod 4, 
/( - 1) = t(q - 1) and we saw in (2.5.3) that 
1 +P*) k 
VT) 
tl > 
“=b[n-l, -l]_“. 
Thus 4104#))4j(D4( - k)) = 4[V - 1, - l]-k-k”‘-*)-k’ = 4[11 - 1, - l]-k(((q+1)‘2)-k) 
and one of the integers -k, $(q + 1) -k must be even. Thus 6(D4(k))t$(D4(- k)) = 
1 for q = 1 mod 4. 
If q = 3 mod 4, we choose q5[~ - 1, - l] as in the proof of Theorem 2.11. Then an 
argument similar to the one just given shows q5[n - 1, -11 occurs with an even 
exponent; since q5[q - 1, -l]* = 1, this shows 
d(D4(k))m(D4(-k))=(1+~~-1”2,~)k. 
m 
(2.12.1) 
But we can also compute 4(D4((4 - 1)/2))4(04( - (q - 1)/2)) directly in this case; 
since i(q - 1) = -&I - 1) mod q - 1, we find 
by (D8),. Combining this with (2.12.1) we see that 
l= 
( 
1 + T;-lv2, ?>(q-l)/2 = (’ + ~~-lv*, + 
since &(q - 1) is odd when q = 3 mod 4 and ((l+ q(q-1)‘2/q, q) has exponent 2. 
Hence K = ker $ is generated by the elements qS(D4(k)), 1 s k s [&q - l)]. 
2.13. We can further reduce the number of generators of K as follows. Let 
i=/(l-vk). Then l-q’= l-(l-vk)=nkmodm, and thus I(l-T1o-rl*))=k. It 
follows from (2.10.1) that 
cb(D4(k)M(D4(1(1- 7’))) 
=(?- l(l-?lk) _7)-k-W+)+~-k, $jrn 
. (yk _t7-l(l--rlk)-k +,,-l(W), $l-+)jm 
= 1 by (D6), and (D4),. 
2.14. The following result is sometimes of use. 
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Proposition. Suppose k 1 q - 1. Then d(D4(k)) has exponent (q - 1)/k, prouided 
q5[n - 1, - l] has exponent q - 1 for q 5 3 (4). 
Proof. 
~(D4(k))‘q-1”k 
‘(l-1’) 
= 4111 - 1, - p-l)‘(-) qk --!,I z_, ) ( tl , 14-l) m 
= &[77 _ 1, _ l]ww+) 
using (D8), and (D4),. 
If q is even, q5[q - 1, - l] = 1 (by 2.4); if q = 1 mod 4, qS[n - 1, - l] has exponent 2 
(by 2.5); thus we are done in both cases. If q = 3 mod 4, our hypothesis completes the 
proof. 
3. Applications to algebraic K-theory 
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a commutative ring and m c R a maximal ideal such that 
KS(R) +K3(R,,,) is surjectiue and K2(R/m) = 1. Then cok(K3R + K3(R/m)) = K = 
ker JI (see 1.7). 
Proof. The commutative triangle 
K,R - K,R, 
shows that cok(K3R L K3R/m) =cok(K R ’ 3 ,,, s K3R/m), and it follows from [6, 
Theo&me 51 and [5, Theorem 151 that cok([‘) = ker (/I, 
Proposition 3.2. Let R be a commutative ring and m c R a maximal ideal such that 
R/m = F3 
K3R + K3R, is onto. 
Then K3R 5 K3R/m is surjective. 
Proof. According to 2.2 and Lemma 3.1 we may identify cok([) with K = ker 9. By 
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2.12, K is generated by the single element 
4(~4(1))=4[-2, -ll(-;--:,;‘, -1) 
=&-2, -l](-3, -1). 
Thus we may define d[-2, -l]=(-3, - l)-‘; this clearly has order 2 and neces- 
sarily satisfies (2.3.4’). Then &(04(l)) = 1 and K = cok(f) = 1. 
Note. This result can also be deduced from [lo, Proposition, p. 1861. 
Proposition 3.3. Let R be a commutative ring and m c R a maximal ideal such that 
R/m = F4 
K,R + K,R, is onto, 
and suppose Q E R is such that v3 = 1 and the image of 7 generates (R/m)* = F4*. Then 
K,R 5 KSR/m is surjective. 
Proof. According to 2.2 and Lemma 3.1, we may identify cok(5) with K = ker (I. By 
2.12 we see that K is generated by the single element 
4(04(l)) =(-y, 7) 
m 
(since f$[ 1 - 7j, - l] = 1 by 2.10) which has order dividing 3 by Theorem 2.11. But 
(D2), implies 
NJ4(1))2 = (t7 - 1 i- V2, 77 + 9 - 1+ q2- t7)m 
=(~-lfT/2,q-1+~2)m. 
Since by (Dl),,,, (a, a)2 = 1 for any a E R such that 1 -a2c R*, it follows that 
qqo4(1))4 = 1. 
Thus K = 1, proving our theorem. 
Remark. Although Proposition 3.3 can also be deduced from Theorem 3.5 below, 
the proof given here does not depend on Browder’s results [l, Corollary 5.111. 
Praposition 3.4. The map K3(Z[[J) 5 K~FT induced by lS w - 3 is surjective (53 = 
2nil3 
e 1. 
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Proof. Let n = -l3, a primitive 6-th root of unity. By the localization exact sequence 
of algebraic K-theory [3, p. 2331, K3Z[{3]+K3Z[(3]m is surjective, where m = 
(t) - 3), and thus by Lemma 3.1, cok(t) = K = ker 4. It follows from Theorem 2.11 
and 2.12 that if we define 
4rn-1, - II= (9 - 1+ T5, d3, 
then K is generated by the 3 elements 4(04(l)), 4(04(2)), 4(04(3)). Moreover, 
since 1(1-n*) = 3, 2.13 implies that 4(04(2)) =4(04(3))-‘. But 2.14 implies 
#(04(2)) has exponent 3 and d(D4(3)) has exponent 2; thus K is generated by the 
single element 
~(04(1)) = (rl - 1 +d d4 by(2.11.2) 
=(t14-n3++22, n4) 
=(9*(11%+l),n4) 
= 1 
since n* - n + 1 = 0 for a primitive sixth root of 1. Thus K = 1, proving the theorem. 
Remarks. (1) This is in contrast to the fact that cok(K3Z+K3F7) has order 2 [lo, 
Proposition, p. 1861. 
(2) This proof, which does not use [l, Corollary 5.111, gives a better result than 
Theorem 3.5 below. 
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a commutative ring and let m c R be a maximal ideal such that 
(a) K,R + K3R, is onto; 
(b) R/m is a finite field with q elements; 
(c) the induced map Rz + (R/m)* is a split surjection. 
Then the map K3R 4 K3(R/nt) is surjectice, except possibly when q =7 mod 8, in 
which case cok(& is a finite cyclic group of exponent a power of 2. 
Proof. It follows from 2.2 and Lemma 3.1 that we may identify cok([) and 
K = ker $, which is (q-l&torsion by Theorem 2.11. But [l, Corollary 5.111 asserts 
that cok(t) has no I-torsion for primes /I q - 1, except possibly for I= 2 when q = 3 
mod 4 (cf. also [4, Corollary 3.21). Moreover, it follows from [2] that the image of 
K3Z + K3F, is always of order 24 if q B 5. Since K3F, is cyclic of order q* - 1 [9, 
Theorem 81, it follows that cok([) will have no 2-torsion when q = 3 mod 4 so long as 
16%q*- 1. This is easily seen to be equivalent to the condition qf 7 mod 8. 
Remark 3.6. In some cases it is not necessary to rely on [2] to show surjectivity. For 
example, when q = 11, it follows from 2.12 and 2.13 that K = ker CL is generated by 
the elements 4(04(2)), which has exponent 5 by 2.14, and d(D4(5)), which has 
exponent 2. Since cok(t) contains no 5-torsion by [l, Corollary 5.113, K is generated 
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by 4(04(5)). We choose c#J[~ - 1, - l] as in the proof of Theorem 2.11, viz. (k’ = 5), 
f$[n-1, -l]=(V-;~~s,?~)s. 
Thus if 7’ = -1, we have C$[T - 1, - l’j = ((0 -2)/(-T), - l), and K is generated by 
404(J))={?, -1)6= 1 
by (2.11.2). Thus, for example, K = cok(5) is trivial for R = Z[lJ, m = (& + 2). 
Proposition 3.7. The map KsZ 5 K,(Z/5) is onto. 
Proof. It again follows from 2.1 that cok(& = K = ker 4. Since there is no multi- 
plicative set of representatives, we must calculate directly using 1.10, 1.11 and 1.12. 
For Z/5 we use the representatives 0, f 1,2,$ and define qS[sa, l] = ~$[l, sb] = 1. The 
amount of calculation involved is substantially reduced by noting that q!~(D4”~(sa)) = 
1 automatically with this definition, and that t$(D2”‘(sa, sb, SC)) and 
qS(D3(sa, sb, SC)) are symmetric in sb, SC. For Z/5 there are 40 generators of K. The 
proofs that they are trivial are mostly routine; here is one of the hardest ones. 
It follows from computing c$((D~)($, 2,2)) and ~$((03)(2, $, - 1)) that 4[- 1, i] = 
(5,;). Hence 
4(D2”*(;, 1, 1)) = <t, 5)( - lo,;) 
= ($9 5X5, MO, t> 
= (10, $). 
But 1 = (1, $)‘= (-5, $) by (D20P). Hence 
(10,9=(5,1)(2,$) 
= (2, z>C-t, b 
= (499 
= (2,5)* 
= ((2,5)(1,5)Y = t-7,5>* 
= CC- 1,5X- l,5N2 
= 1. 
by (D60P) 
by (D3”‘) 
by (D20P) 
by (DSoP) 
by (D20P) 
by (D20P) 
Proposition 3.8. The map KSZ + KaZ/4 is surjective. 
Proof. This is almost exactly the same as the proof of Proposition 3.7. (ZQ, replaces 
ZcSjr and 0, f 1, 2 are the representatives.) We must make one modification to deal 
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with the nontriviality of K1(Z/4) = D(Z&4), which is cyclicof order 2, generated by 
(- 2, - 1): we must replace D(Z,z,) by D’ = D(Z&/( -2, - 1)in (1.7.1), replacing $, 
y by their composites with the quotient map D(Z& --* D’. There are 16 generators 
for K = ker CL; they imply that we must have 4[2,2]= c5[ - 1,2] = 4[2, - 11 and 
#[2,2]’ = 1. The other computations needed to prove the triviality of these genera- 
tors are mostly routine. Here is one of the harder examples: 
But 
4(03(2,2, - 1)) = 4[2,21.4[0, -11-l . 9[2,2]-’ 
* f-5, - h ’ k2h * (2, -4/ - 3)(4, (by 1.11) 
= ( - $9 - 1)W * <9,2h * (2, $4, 
= ( - 2, - 1)~ * ($9 2)~ * 6, 2)~ (by (D5) and (Dl)). 
and 
(by 06)) 
(!, 5&= (-2, --5&J ’ (-1, -4%) 
=(--:, -S$). 
Hence 
4(D3(2,2, - 1)) = (-$, - 1)~) * t-k -5& 
=(--2, l)(4)= 1 by (D2). 
3.9. I close with a result required in [ll, (2.7)]. 
Theorem. Let C3 be a cyclic group of order 3 generated by CT. The homomorphism 
K3(ZC3) + K3F4 induced by reduction modulo m = (2, a2 + (T + 1) is surjectire. 
Proof. Since ZC, is not regular, we cannot invoke the localization sequence to show 
that K3(ZC3) 5 K3((ZCM is onto so that we can apply Proposition 3.3. Instead we 
proceed as follows. 
From Browder’s theorem [l, Corollary 5.1 l] we see that 6 induces a surjection on 
3-torsion; since IK3F4/ = 15, it suffices to show that every e E K3F4 such that 5e = 0 
lies in the image of 5. According to Keune [5, Theorem 141, we have an exact 
sequence 
a/a20Rb/b2+ K2(ZC3. a)+ Kz(Z, 3)-*0 (3.9.1) 
where a = (CT’+CT+ l), b= (a- l), and R = ZC,. Now a2 = 3a and R(b/b2)= 
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Z(b/b’); it then follows that there is an epimorphism 
Z/32 --, a/a2& b/b2 (3.9.2) 
which can easily be seen to be an isomorphism. (Its inverse is induced by 
[r((~‘+cr + l)]@[s(a- l)]-aug(r)aug(s) 
where r, s E ZC,, aug is the augmentation map, and [ 1, represent residue classes 
modulo squares and 3 respectively.) 
Since KJZ-, KJF3 is onto (Proposition 3.2) and K2Fa = 0, it follows that Kz(Z, 3) a 
KzZ is cyclic of order 2, and thus we deduce from (3.9.1), (3.9.2) and the exact 
sequence 
K,(ZC,) 2 &M&l)-, K2W’3r a) --, KzGX’3)-* 0 
that cok(a) has exponent 3 (recall Kz(ZC4 =K2Z [ll, (2.2)] has order 2). Now 
\/ 
t f’ 
K3F4 
commutes, and .$ is onto by Proposition 3.3. Given e E K3F4 such that 5e = 0, choose 
x E KJZ[&] with S’(x) = e. Then [‘(6x) =65’(x) = e, and 6x E im(a). Thus there is a 
y E K~ZCJ with (Y(Y) = 6x; t(y) = t’cu( y) = 5’(6x) = e, which completes the proof of 
this theorem. 
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